
An  Introduction  to  Fostering
Agency  in  Farmed  Animals  at
Your Animal Sanctuary
This is an introductory guide for animal sanctuary staff and
volunteers who are interested in learning about agency in farmed
animals.

Creating  an  Effective
Education  Strategic  Plan  for
Your  Animal  Sanctuary
Infographic
This  handy  infographic  provides  seven  steps  to  creating  an
effective education strategic plan for your animal sanctuary.

Four  Tips  for  Communicating
with  Youth  about  Animal
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Exploitation Infographic
This handy infographic provides four tips for communicating with
youth about animal exploitation.

What is Humane Education? An
Overview  for  Sanctuary
Educators Infographic
This  handy  infographic  provides  a  basic  overview  of  humane
education.

Social and Emotional Learning
and the U.S. Education System:
Helpful Information for Animal
Sanctuary Educators
Social and emotional learning (SEL), what it is, and how it can
be helpful for animal sanctuary educators.
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Middle  School  Sanctuary
Education Lesson Plan #1
This free downloadable lesson plan is the first part of a multi-
part sanctuary education program for middle school-age children.

Academic Standards in the U.S.
Public  Education  System:
Helpful Information for Animal
Sanctuary Educators
What  are  academic  standards  and  why  are  they  important  for
animal sanctuary educators to know about?

Accessibility  for  Folks  with
Physical Disabilities at Your
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Animal Sanctuary
How  can  animal  sanctuaries  build  more  inclusive,  accessible
spaces  and  educational  programming  for  folks  with  physical
disabilities?

Accessibility  for  Folks  with
Physical Disabilities at Your
Animal Sanctuary Infographic
This handy infographic covers six things sanctuaries can do to
make  their  spaces  more  accessible  for  folks  with  physical
disabilities.

5 Ways to Combat Biases that
Harm  Farmed  Animals
Infographic
This handy infographic covers five ways sanctuary educators can
help folks who visit their educational spaces avoid and overcome
biases that can negatively impact farmed animals.
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